Abstract-In this paper, we generalize the well known cutset bound (see for example [1, p. 444]) to the problem of lossy transmission of functions of arbitrarily correlated sources over a discrete memoryless multiterminal network.
A main contribution of this paper is its proof technique which is based on the "potential function method" introduced in [8] and [9] . Instead of taking an arbitrary network and proving the desired outer bound while keeping the network fixed throughout, we consider a function from the set of all m-inputlm-output discrete memoryless networks to subsets of JR+, where JR+ is the set of all c-tuples of non-negative reals.
We then identify properties of such a function which would need to be satisfied in one step of the communication for it to give rise to an outer bound. The generalized cut-set bound is then proved by a verification argument. Properties that such a function would need to satisfy are identified, intuitively speaking, as follows: take an arbitrary code of length say n over a multiterminal network. During the simulation of the code, the information of the parties begins from the i t h party having the i.i.d. repetitions of the random variable WC i) ; gradually evolves over time with the usage of the network; and eventually after n stages of communication reaches its final state where the parties know enough to estimate their objectives within the desired average distortion. The idea is to quantify this gradual evolution of information; bound the derivative ofthe information growth at each stage from above by showing that one step of communication can buy us at most a certain amount; and conclude that at the final stage, i.e. the nth stage, the system can not reach an information state better than n times the outer bound on the derivative of information growth. An implementation of this idea requires quantification of the information of the m parties at a given stage of the process. To that end, we evaluate the function we started with at a virtual channel whose inputs and outputs represent, roughly speaking, the initial and the gained know ledge of the parties at the given stage of the communication. See Lemma 1 of section III and the proof of Theorem 1 of section IV for a formal formulation.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section II, we introduce the basic notations and definitions used in this paper. Section III contains the main results of this paper followed by section IV that sketches the proofs. For the full proofs, see [10] . 
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Definition 2: Given positive reals u», a source marginal
if for every positive E and sufficiently large n, an (n )-code satisfying the average distortion t»i), exists.
The "independent messages zero distortion capacity region" of the GMN is a subset of m 2-tuples of non-negative numbers R(i,j) for i,j E [m] defined as follows: consider the set of all sets W(I), W(2), 000' w(m), functions j(i) (W(I), W(2), 000' w(m)) (1 ::; i ::; m) having the special form of 
and M(i) is less than or equal to o», i.e. (2) , , x(m)), assign the downset of a vector in~~7n whose k t h coordinate is defined as
III. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
Theorem 1: Given any GMN (2), ... , x(m)) and a set of permissible input distributions, we assign a region by taking the convex hull of the union over all permissible input distributions, of the region associated to the channel and the varying input distribution. A channel is said to be weaker than another channel if the region associated to the first channel is contained in the region associated to the second channel.
Intuitively speaking, given a communication task one can consider a virtual channel whose inputs and outputs represent, roughly speaking, the raw and acceptable information objectives at the m parties. Furthermore, let the only permissible input distribution for this virtual channel to be one given by the statistical description of the raw information of the parties. More specifically, given any p(ffi(l), ffi (2) 2), ... , w(m)) would be the down-set of a vector in~~7n whose k t h coordinate is defined as
Theorem 1 is basically saying that this region associated to this virtual channel and the corresponding input distribution should be included inside the region associated to the channel q(y(l), y(2), ..
. , y(m) IX(I), x(2), ... , x(m)).
Here the complexity of transmission of functions of correlated messages is effectively translated into the performance region of a virtual channel at a given input distribution. This virtual channel at the given input distribution must be, in the above mentioned sense, weaker than any physical channel fit for the communication problem.
Remark 1: This bound reduces to the traditional cut-set bound for the "independent messages zero distortion capacity region," (see Definition 2) when W is taken to be the set of all input distributions,
and I(X(i) : i E T ; y(i): i E TCIX(i) : i E TC, Z) is bounded from above by

I(X(i) : i E T ; y(j): j E TCIX(j) : j ETC).
This bound is sometimes tight; for instance it is tight for a multiple access channel with independent source messages when W is taken to be the set of all mutually independent input distributions.
A. The Main Lemma
During the simulation of the code, the information of the parties begins from the i t h party having wi;~and gradually
I(W(i) : i E T I(X(i) : i E T
with no output feedback, if the transmitters observe independent messages, the random variables representing their information stay independent of each other throughout the communication. This is because the transmitters neither interact nor receive any feedback from the outputs. Other constraints on the inputs to the network might come from practical requirements such as a maximum instantaneous power used up by one or a group of nodes in each stage of the communication. Given a multiterminal network q (y(l), y(2), ... , y(m)lx(I), x(2) , ... , x(m)) and assuming that XCi) (i E [m] ) is the set XCi) is taking value from, let W be a set ofjoint distributions on X(l) x X(2) x X(3) x ... x x(m) for which the following guarantee exists: for any communication protocol, the inputs to the multiterminal network at each time stage have a joint distribution belonging to the set w. Such a set will be called a permissible set of input distributions. Some of the results below will be stated in terms of this nebulously defined region w. To get explicit results, simply replace W by the set of all probability distributions on
evolves over time with the usage of the network. is thus a function from the set of all conditional probability distributions defined on finite sets and a corresponding set of input distributions, to subsets of JR.+.
Assume that the function ¢(.) satisfies the following three properties. The intuitive description of the properties is provided after their formal statement. Please see Definitions 3 and 4 for the notations used.
satisfies the following
where X' (i) is a deterministic function of y(i) (i.e.
) is assumed to take value from set X' (i) .
Take an arbitrary input distribution q(X1, X2, ... , x m). This input distribution, together with the conditional dis-
Then the following constraint needs to be satisfied for any arbitra~set W of joint
, {q(x 1 , ,xm )} ) <:;; 3) Assume that
Then we require that for any input distribution
The first condition is intuitively saying that additional use of the channel
can expand ¢(.) by at most ¢(p(m~~~, ..., m~~Iwi~~, ...,wi~)), {p( wi~~, ..., wi~))})~ (1) ¢(p(wi~~yi~~, ..., wi~)yi~)lwi~~, ..., wi~)), {p(wi~~, ..., wi~))}) (2) ¢(p(wi~~yi~~-l' ..., wi~)yi~)-llwi~~, , wi~)), {p(wi~~, ..., wi~))}) EB ¢(q(y~l), ..., y~m) IX~l), , x~m)), \lJ).
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The definition of permissible sets implies that the joint distribution p(x~I), x~2), ... , x~m») is in w; in equation 3 we have used property (2) . In equation 4, we first note that the conditional distributions q(y~I), ... , y~m) Ix~I), ... , x~m») for i == 1,2, ... , n are all the same. We then observe that hand side is by definition the down-set of a vector of length 2 m -2 whose k t h coordinate is equal to •
